
Campaign finance reform
1) If elected, will you commit to fully fund and implement the Fair Elections Act? 

No. The “Fair Elections Act of 2017” or “UnFair Elections Act” is the true 
definition of taxation without representation. Taxpayer dollars should not be 
used to fund political campaigns.  The public  would be forced to give taxpayer 
money to candidates of whom may not have their best interest. I also believe 
that there should be a limit to the amount of money that a candidate could raise.  
Candidates should be more involved with interacting with the public and 
understanding their issues instead of fundraising. Taxpayer funds should be 
used to solve taxpayer problems. There are no guarantees that a candidate will 
properly manage the free taxpayer funds during their campaign. For example, If 
a member of the KKK would run for Mayor, they would receive $160K of 
taxpayer money.

2) Developers and large corporations dominate the campaign donor base. What is 
your position on legislation that would prohibit businesses that make campaign 
contributions from having or seeking DC contracts/grants that exceed a 
specified amount and for a specific time period?
I think that The Office of Campaign Finance, OCF, should play a more 
proactive rather than reactive role in monitoring campaign funding to prevent 
“pay to play.” At present, the candidate receives a donation and then reports the 
donation to OCF.  What should occur is that OCF should approve the incoming 
donation, then release the funds to the candidate in order to monitor and 
prevent any favoritism towards specific donors.

Worker Rights
3) The Council passed the Universal Paid Leave Act in 2016 and funded it in the 

FY18 budget. Explain your position on pending legislation that seeks to 
significantly change the law.
To be fair to employers and employees, UPLA/FMLA should be an insurance 
option similar to short-term or long-term disability insurance options. An 
employer and/or employee should have the option to purchase UPLA/FMLA 
insurance to cover a potential absence. This would allow the employee to have 
paid UPLA/FMLA rather than unpaid leave and the employer would have the 
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insurance funds that are required to hire a temporary employee to cover the 
employee’s absence. 

4) What is your position on the Fair Scheduling bill, which seeks to give workers 
more predictable work schedules?
As an entrepreneur, I have had to sell my products when the opportunity 
presented itself. When an opportunity became available with little notice, I had 
to adjust my schedule to conduct business.  Although a predictable schedule 
would be desirable, I had to adjust my schedule accordingly. If I were to have 
employees, they would be advised in advance of the fluctuations of the 
industry.  I would not ask an employee to make a sacrifice that I would not be 
willing to make.  This type of legislation would possibly lead to more lawsuits 
if an employer could not adhere to a more predictable schedule and possibly 
cause an increase in business closures or relocations.  Temporary agencies, 
substitute teachers, construction companies and a large number of institutions 
would not be able to provide a predictable schedule.

Environmental Issues
5) What is your position on the Carbon Fee Rebate proposal?

Incentives are often required to encourage behavioral changes.  Polluters 
should pay for damaging the environment.  Medically, pollution is the root 
cause of many illnesses.  Providing a rebate to residents will offset some of 
their future medical costs.

6)  Will you assist the DC Reinvest campaign by supporting the passage of both 
the Sense of the Council Resolution regarding divestment from Wells Fargo as 
D.C.'s bank of record and the Strengthening the Community Development 
Amendment Act of 2017?
Banking, like many industries, have become monopolies. Antitrust laws have not 
been enforced and there are few banking options.  The Act requests the “plans” of 
how  a bank will address issues of certain residents without any true consequences 
if they don’t address the issues. The Resolution and Act would have to be 
strengthened to list specific  consequences for violations. Wells Fargo, Chase, 
Bank of America, and Citigroup, all still engage in discriminatory practices and 
they are a monopoly which received tax payer bailouts with no consequences for 
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their violations.  We have more leverage if The Act focuses on imposing fines, and 
enforcing civil and criminal consequences for any bank that discriminates.

Housing
7) Currently, the DC Office of Planning is under the Deputy Mayor for Planning 

& Economic Development. This arrangement leads to the perception that 
planning decisions favor the interest of developers. Do you support creating an 
independent planning agency for DC?
I believe that rules and guidelines should be created so that OP does not make 
decisions without public approval.  

8) The Office of Planning (OP) is leading the periodic amendment cycle for the 
Comprehensive Plan. At the launch of the amendment cycle, OP promised a 60-
day comment period for the public to respond to OP’s draft changes to the Plan
—before it was sent to the Council. OP has now submitted the draft Framework 
Element directly to the Council, omitting the public-comment part of the 
process. What is your position on this change in process?
Again, I believe that rules and guidelines should be created so that OP could 
not make decisions without public approval.  

Criminal Justice
9) What is your position on the possible construction of a new jail in DC? Will 
you commit to ensuring that a) the project is financed through public funds 
(subject to interest rate limits) as opposed to through a public private 
partnership (“P3”) (where interest rates can exceed 30% per year), and b) that 
the public is involved from the beginning to ensure those awaiting trial are 
treated more humanely?
Considering that the jail was built in 1976, and there have been major 
advancements in technology, I think that a green, energy efficient jail / 
rehabilitation center should be rebuilt on its current property with public 
financing; thus reducing costs in the present and future while providing humane 
living conditions. The accompanying rehabilitation center should include life 
skill courses to help avoid behaviors that could lead to imprisonment. In 
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addition, investment in life skill courses would reduce the effects of the opioid 
crisis and other addictive and criminal behaviors.
10) The Neighborhood Engagement Achieves Results (NEAR) Act prioritizes 
community-led, public health focused approaches to public safety, rather than 
further militarization of the police. Unfortunately, despite unanimous passage 
in 2016, the NEAR Act was only fully-funded last October, and several of the 
most important provisions of the law are still not implemented.
If elected, what will you do to ensure that the life-saving and community-
empowering approaches in the NEAR Act are fully, faithfully, transparently, 
and successfully implemented?
I believe in solutions that are preventative and pro-active. NEAR would be 
fully funded and monitored by the public  with data regarding its effectiveness 
and success rate.  Adjustments would be made periodically towards Continuous 
Improvement to assure that NEAR is successful.
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